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Subject: EWTD OPT-OUT

Applicant: Member of the Public

Request & Trust Response:

I am interested in the numbers and proportions of junior doctors opting out of the EWTD 48-

hour working week requirement. If possible, I would also like these broken down by training

grade and specialty (for registrars; obviously not for foundation doctors).

Query: As I am working with panel/longitudinal data, I would like not only a current

"snapshot" of opt-out figures, but also past data. Given that only a month's

notice is required for opting in and out of the requirements, I understand that

there may be significant fluctuation in these numbers and that consequently

the trust may collect this data on a fairly frequent basis. However, I only

require opt-out numbers on a monthly (or even quarterly if need be) basis from

August 2009 onwards.

Summary of desired data:

Number and % of junior doctors opting out of EWTD 48hr week

at trust level

by training grade

by specialty (less essential)

time series: monthly figures from Aug 09 to present

Response: Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust does not hold this information in

one central place, HR files of staff within the Trust are kept within each

department. The forms are given to doctors when they commence their

employment at the Trust, once they have been signed either to opt out or not

the forms are kept in the doctors personnel files. To collate this information

would require the examination of every HR file held throughout each
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department in the Trust and estimates that this would take more than 18 hours

of time. Therefore the Trust is applying Section 12 (Exemption where cost of

compliance exceeds appropriate limit) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000,

and will not be processing your request further.


